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Abstract 
Kounalis, E., Testing for the ground (co-)reducibility property in term-rewriting systems, Theoret- 
ical Computer Science 106 (1992) 87-117. 
Given a term-rewriting system R, a term t is ground-reducible by R if every ground instance to of it is 
R-reducible. A pair (t, s) of terms is ground-co-reducible by R if every ground instance (to, XT] of it for 
which tu and S(T are distinct is R-reducible. Ground (co-)reducibility has been proved to be the 
fundamental tool for mechanizing inductive proofs, together with the Knuth-Bendix completion 
procedure presented by Jouannaud and Kounalis (1986, 1989). 
Jouannaud and Kounalis (1986, 1989) also presented an algorithm for testing ground reducibility 
which is tractable in practical cases but restricted to left-linear term-rewriting systems. The solution 
of the ground (co-)reducibility problem, for the general case, turned out to be surprisingly complic- 
ated. Decidability of ground reducibility for arbitrary term-rewriting systems has been first proved 
by Plaisted (1985) and independently by Kapur et al. (1987). However, the algorithms of Plaisted and 
Kapur et al. amount to intractable computation, even in very simple cases. 
We present here a new algorithm for the general case which outperforms the algorithms of 
Plaisted and Kapur et al. and even our previous algorithm in case of left-linear term-rewriting 
systems. We then show how to adapt it to check for ground co-reducibility. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Motivation 
Programming with equations considered as rewrite rules has generated a great deal 
of interest in the past few years the development of the OBJ syntax (see, e.g., [6,26]). 
In these frameworks, the model which one has in mind is the initial algebra defined by 
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the set of equations. Moreover, the nice completeness property of equational logic is 
lost: validity in the initial algebra cannot be tested by equational reasoning; some kind 
of induction is necessary. Simple and efficient techniques for automatically proving 
inductive theorems are, therefore, crucial when programming with equations. 
Musser [25] first showed how to use equational reasoning to make inductive proofs 
(proof by consistency): the idea is that the equation is valid in the initial algebra if and 
only if adding it to the set of axioms does not result in an inconsistency. This technique 
was shown to be sound in two cases: 
_ if the set of axioms contains the axiomatization of an equality predicate [25], and 
~ if the set of axioms satisfies the principle of dejinition [13]. 
This second method can be very efficient, since simple extensions of the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure can be designed to achieve the goal. However, 
the method has many limitations: 
(1) sufficient completeness of definitions must be satisfied; 
(2) constructors must be given and free; 
(3) inductive properties expressed by nonorientable equations (e.g., commutativity) 
cannot be dealt with. 
In [14] we have introduced two new concepts, ground reducibility and ground 
co-reducibility, to extend these techniques in various directions: equational term- 
rewriting systems, incomplete axiomatizations, nonfree constructors, and even non- 
specified constructors. Actually, ground reducibility was first invented to decide 
sufficient completeness in the presence of relations among constructors (see [20,22]). 
We have pointed out that the combination of the ground (co-)reducibility and the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure allows the proof (or disproof) of an inductive 
theorem. The method for proving inductive theorems works as follows: starting from 
a convergent (i.e., terminating and confluent) set of rules R, a new rule 1 -+ r is added, 
which is supposed to be an inductive consequence of the rules in R considered as axioms. 
Then the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [19] is started in order to transform the 
set R u { I+ r} of rules into a convergent one by adding new rules obtained from non- 
confluent critical pairs. If some rule is added whose left-hand side is not ground-reducible 
with respect to the starting set R of rules, then l=r is not an inductive theorem of R, 
otherwise it is one. The reason for this is the following: rules whose left-hand sides are 
ground-reducible do not modify the set of ground terms in normal form. The idea that 
any equality between irreducible ground terms indicates inconsistency was first 
suggested by Remy in his thesis [28] and proved by Dershowitz [4]. This idea was 
further worked out by Kapur et al. [ 171, and they came up with an effective algorithm, 
for left-linear rewriting systems, to prove (or disprove) inductive theorems. 
Let us apply this method to the following interesting example of lists of integers, 
defined using the OBJ syntax: 
sorts: int, list, 
ops: nil:+ list, U : int + list, ~ * -: list list + list, 
eqns: nil*l==/, U(x)*nil== U(x), (U(x)*l)*II== U(x)*(l*l)). 
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Assume now that we want to prove that * is associative. First of all, it can be easily 
seen that the previous set of equations can be compiled into a convergent system R. 
Then the conjecture (1*1’)*11’== 1*(/I*!‘) is added to R and completion is started. 
When transforming this equation into a rule, the left-hand side (1*r)*I” must be 
checked for ground reducibility. Using the present algorithm, the term (1*1,)*/1’ is 
shown to be ground-reducible by R. Finally, the set of rules being again convergent, 
we have the proof that * is associative. Some more complex cases need, of course, 
addition of new rules, whose left-hand sides must again be checked for ground 
reducibility: all these added rules are actually inductive theorems and can be seen as 
lemmas needed for the proof of the starting equation. For the proof of nonorientable 
equations, we follow the same general pattern: the left-hand sides of new added rules 
are tested for ground reducibility and new added equations are tested for ground 
co-reducibility. 
For a long time much research has been dedicated to eliminate most of the critical 
pairs generated by the previous algorithm (see, e.g., [S, 24, 7, 1, 83) and to give 
algorithms for testing the ground reducibility property (see, e.g., [27,16,2,3,11]). 
Unfortunately, the algorithms concerning the ground reducibility property are of an 
intrinsic complexity, unless restricted to left-linear term-rewriting systems. (For the 
complexity of the ground reducibility problem, see [16].) 
We present here a new algorithm for the general case. Our tool to approach this 
problem is the concept of a test set S(R) for an untyped term-rewriting system 
R which, in essence, is a finite description of the irreducible ground terms of R. Our 
main result can be stated as follows: Given an untyped term-rewriting system R, 
a term t (a pair of terms) is ground-(co-)reducible by R iff all its instances by using 
substitutions in S(R) are R-reducible (see Theorems 4.3 and 4.5). Further, we show 
how to compute test sets by using the well-defined notions of reducibility trees (trees 
whose nodes are labeled with terms [21]) and covering terms. The computation is 
based on the construction of a finite set of reducibility trees in such a way that a subset 
of its leaf labels constitutes a test set for R. 
1.2. Layout of this paper 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of our 
solution using a simple example. In Section 3 we present the necessary background 
material for our study. In particular, we fix some fundamental notions about (first- 
order) terms and term-rewriting systems we shall deal with. In Section 4 we present 
the solution of ground (co-)reducibility problem using the concept of test sets. In 
particular, we first prove that for a term-rewriting system, there is a finite number of 
terms that need to be considered in order to check whether the result of applying any 
ground substitution on a term is irreducible by the term-rewriting system under 
consideration. Then we prove how to reduce the ground (co-)reducibility problem to 
that of ground reducibility. In Section 5 we show how to compute suitable test sets for 
an untyped term-rewriting system. In particular, we first introduce the basic concepts 
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of reducibility trees and covering terms, and then show how to compute a suitable set 
of reducibility trees, the leaf labels of which allow us to define a test set for a term- 
rewriting system. 
2. A sketch of our solution: an example 
Before establishing the technical details of the proposed method, let us show how to 
check the ground reducibility property using a very simple example. Let F = {0, s, + } 
be the signature and R be the following term-rewriting system: 
Suppose we want to prove that +(+ (x, y), z) -+ +(x, + (y, z)) is an inductive theorem 
of R. As we pointed out in the Introduction, the term t = + ( +(x, y), z) must be checked 
for ground reducibility by R. 
Our method of testing whether a term t is ground-reducible by a given term- 
rewriting system R works in two stages. First we construct a test set S(R),for R. Then 
we check whether all instances oft which are obtained by substituting terms in S(R) 
for each variable in t are R-reducible. Of course, the same test set S(R) can be used to 
check any term for ground reducibility using the same term-rewriting system. The 
following set of terms is a suitable test set for R: 
S(R)= (0, s(O),sW,))). 
Now, by substituting terms in (0, s(O), s(s(x~))} f or each variable in +( +(x,y),z), we 
can easily verify that all these instances of t = +(+(x, y),z) are R-reducible. Thus, 
t = +( +(x, y), z) is ground-reducible by R (cf. Theorem 4.3). 
The above test set S(R) (cf. Definition 4.1) enjoys five important properties vis-a-vis 
the term-rewriting system R: 
(1) S(R) is a jinite set; 
(2) S(R) is sound, i.e., every term in S(R) is R-irreducible; 
(3) S(R) is complete, i.e., every R-irreducible ground term is an instance of a term in 
S(R); 
(4) S(R) is transnormal, i.e., every nonground term in S(R) has infinitely many 
R-irreducible ground instances to, tl , . . . such that t,lu# tl luf . . . for any position 
u in t for which t 1 u is a nonground term and 1 uj = depth( R), and 
(5) S(R) is well-covering, i.e., every nonground term in S(R) has variables only at 
depth greater or equal than depth(R). 
In general, we demand that all test sets meet these requirements. The key idea in 
having these properties for the terms in S(R) is the following: if all instances of a term 
t by using terms in S(R) are R-reducible, then t is ground-reducible by R using 
property (3). Otherwise, an R-irreducible ground instantiation oft can be built up by 
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using properties (2), (4), and (5). Note that the well-covering property of S(R) prevents 
ground instances taq of to, where the values of G are taken from S(R), to be 
R-reducible by a left-linear term-rewriting system R (for a proof refer to [15]). On the 
other hand, the transnormality property allows the construction of ground instances 
tcry of to of some depth in such a way that no nonleft-linear rule in R applies to mu]. 
The question we address now is how to automate the computation of a test set for 
a given term-rewriting system R. Our method is based on the construction of 
a suitable finite set of finite reducibility trees of terms f(xI , . . . ,x,), where f is 
a function symbol in F. For instance, the reducibility tree set shown in Fig. 1 is suitable 
for computing a test set for R. 
CT(R): ( o+(x,4.)1 
HI\ 
+(a%,) +(+(X2rX3XY) s(O) S(+(XlrX2)) +(x3)) 
‘I\ 
~(+(e,.~,))~(+(J(~~),~~))S(+(+(Xg,Xg).X2)) 
Fig. 1 
As we may see CT(R) is a finite set (its cardinality is equal to the cardinality of 
signature F) of finite reducibility trees of f(xI, . . . ,x,), forfcF. (By a reducibility tree 
T off(xI , . . . , xn), we mean a finitely branching tree, the root of which is labeled with 
the term f(xI , . . . , x,) and the sons of each node label s in T are labeled with all 
possible different terms (modulo variable renaming) derived from s, i.e., by terms 
which are obtained by replacing a fixed variable in s by all terms of the form 
g(y,, . . . . yk), where geF of arity k and y,, . . . . yk are distinct variables not in s. For 
example, if s is the node label +(+(x2, x3), y), then its sons are the terms 
+(+(x2,-%),0), +(+(x2,-%), S(G)), +(+( x2, x3), +(x5, x6)): they are obtained by 
grafting at the variable y in s. 
The key idea underlying the construction of the above set of reducibility trees 
consists in expanding nonground node labels s at variables x to cover all possibilities 
for x. Clearly, this process is infinite and, consequently, we need some way to stop it: 
a node label s need not be expanded (i.e., s is a leaf label) (cf. Definition 5.15) if 
(a) s is an R-reducible term [terms in script font in Fig. 1, e.g., +(6, y), 
+ (b(zI ), y), s( +(O, .z~)), d( + (a(~~), z2))], i.e., a term some subterm of which is an 
instance of the left-hand side of a rule in R, or 
(b) s is an R-strongly-covering term [open upright terms in Fig. 1, e.g., s(e(x,))], i.e., 
an R-irreducible term that does not contain a subterm s’ which (i) unifies with the 
left-hand side of a rule in R and (ii) contains a variable at depth less than depth(R), or 
(c) s is an R-irreducible ground term [underlined terms in Fig. 1, e.g., 0, s(Q)], i.e., 
a ground term no subterm of which is an instance of the left-hand side of any rule 
in R, or 
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(d) s is an R-well-structured term [boldface terms in Fig. 1, e.g., s( + ( +(x5, x6), x2)), 
+(+(x2, x3), O), +(+(x2, x3), s(x4)), +(+(x2, x3), +(x5, x6))], i.e., an R-irreducible 
term that has a sequence sl, s2, . of subterms such that si+ 1 is a proper subterm of si 
and both share the same “local” structure for all i: they are identical up to a given 
number which is less than or equal to depth(R). Such a reducibility tree set is called 
complete (cf. Definition 5.15) and is finite (cf. Theorem 5.18). In our case, each 
R-well-structured term contains only two subterms with the same local structure: for 
example s=s(+(+(xg,x6),x2)) contains sl= +(+(x5,x6),x2) and s2= +(+,x6). 
Having computed a complete reducibility tree set CT(R) (cf. algorithm in Sec- 
tion 5.2), we next check whether all nonground leaf labels can be expressed in terms of 
ground reducibility or transnormality by using the information we have collected so 
far. In other words, we check whether the complete reducibility tree set CT(R) is safe 
(cf. Section 5.3.1). In our example we have to check, for ground reducibility 
or transnormality by R, the leaf labels (0, y), +(s(xl), y), s(s(x~)), +(+(x2, x3),0), 
+(+(xz,x3),+d), +(+h,x3), +(x5,x6)), 4+(0,x2)), 4+W4),x2)), and 
~(+(+(x5,-GLx2)). 
Clearly, the terms +(O, y), +(s(xl), y), s( + (0, x2)), s( +(s(x4), x2)) are ground- 
reducible by R, as being R-reducible. The terms s( + (+ (x5, x6), x2)), +(+(x2, x3), 0), 
+( +(x2,x3),s(x4)), +(+(x2,x3), +(x5,x6)) are ground-reducible by R since any 
ground instance of them contains a subterm which is either an instance of + (0, x) or 
an instance of +(s(x), y). To verify it we first need to substitute the terms O,s(O), and 
s(s(x3)), for each variable in the terms s( + ( +(x5, x6), x2)), +(+(x2, x3), 0), 
+(+(x2,x3), s(x4)), +(+(x2,x3), +(x5,x6)), and then to check the obtained in- 
stances for R-reducibility. On the other hand, the term s(s(x3)) has infinitely many 
R-irreducible ground instances &I = MO)), tI =s(s(s(O))), . . . . such that 
t~/ll#tl/ll#‘~~#t,/ll# . ..) Ill I= depth(R) = 2. Therefore, s(s(x3)) is transnor- 
mal. The reason for demanding safeness is that we have to eliminate terms which 
either are ground-reducible or have finitely many R-irreducible ground instances, 
since these kinds of terms cannot provide us with a direct way of using them. In 
general, to verify whether a complete reducibility tree set CT(R) is safe, we substitute 
well-chosen leaf labels in CT(R) for the variables of the R-well-structured terms (cf. 
algorithm for safeness). 
However, if there is some nonground leaf label which cannot be expressed in terms 
of ground reducibility or transnormality (i.e., if the reducibility tree set is unsafe (cf. 
Definition 5.20)), we must extend the reducibility tree set CT(R) to get another 
complete reducibility tree set. In general, these two complete reducibility tree sets 
differ only in the form of well-structured terms: the number of the subterms with the 
same local structure is different. And this process can be continued until a reducibility 
tree set is produced, all leaf labels in which are interpreted in terms of ground 
reducibility or transnormality (see Theorem 5.32). But, sofur we have notfound a non- 
artificial example in which the jrst complete reducibility tree set has to be extended. 
Thus, the set S(R)= {0,s(0),s(s(x3))j meets the five requirements stated above and, 
therefore, S(R) constitutes a test set for R. 
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3. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of term algebras and 
rewrite systems. We introduce the essential terminology below and refer to [12] for 
a more detailed introduction. 
3.1. The subsumption lattice of (jirst-order) terms 
Let F be a finite set of function symbols (signature), denoted as f, g,a, b, . . . . and 
X a denumerable set of variables, denoted as x, xi, x2, y, z, . . . Let T( F, X) be the set of 
terms constructed using F and variables in X, denoted as t, s, 1, I’, . . V(t) stands for the 
set of all variables appearing in t. If t is a term and XE V(t), then f(x, t) denotes the 
number of occurrences of the variable x in t. If V(t) is the empty set, then t is a ground 
term. Let T(F) be the set of all ground terms constructed using F. Obviously, T(F) is 
nonempty only if F includes a constant symbol. Finally, a term t is linear iff f (x, t) = 1 
for all variables in V(r). 
Furthermore, let N* be the set of sequences of positive integers, .s the empty 
sequence in N*, and l the concatenation operation on sequences. We shall call the 
elements of N* positions and denote them u, v, w,p, q, . . . We now define the prefix 
ordering < in N * by u < v iff there exists w such that v = u.w; in this case we define 
v/u = w. Finally, we let u < u iff u d v and u # v. Positions u and v are said to be disjoint, 
denoted as ulv, iff neither u<v nor vdu. 
For any term t, dom(t)GN* denotes its set of positions and the expression t/u 
denotes the subterm oft at position u. Also let t(u) denote the symbol oft at position u. 
A position u in a term t is said to be a strict position if t(u) =feF, a variable position if 
t(u)=xEX and + (x, t)= 1, a nonlinear variable position if t(u)=xEX and +(x, t)> 1. 
We shall use sdom(t) to denote the set of strict positions in t. Finally, we write t [u + s] 
to indicate the result of replacing the subterm of t at u by the term s. 
In the rest of the paper we shall make free use of the following proposition [12]: 
(a) For all t,s, IET(F, X), uEdom(t), oEdom(s) 
(1) t [u + s]/u.v = s/v (embedding), 
(2) t [u +- s] [u.u t I] = t [u +- s [v + l]] (associativity); 
(b) For all t,s,lET(F, X), u,v~dom(t), ulu 
(1) t [u + s]/v = f/v (persistence), 
(2) t [u +- s] [v t I] = t [v t l] [u t s] (commutativity); 
(c) For all t, s, 1~ T(F, X), u, vEdom(t), v d u 
(1) t [u + s]/v = (t/v) [u/v +- s] (distributivity), 
(2) t [u + s] [v t I] = t [v + l] (dominance), 
(3) t/u =(t/v)/(u/u) (cancellation). 
A substitution r = (x1 +- tl , x2 +- t2, . . . , xk + tk}, where xi # ti, assigns terms to 
variables. It is applied to a term t by simultaneously replacing all occurrences of each 
x;intbyti.Thetermst,,t 2, . . . . tk are the values of q. 0, ye, .. . will denote substitutions. 
Composition of substitutions 0 and q is denoted by sq. The term obtained, tq, is called 
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an instance of t. If q is a ground substitution, we say that tq is a ground instance oft. 
t unifies with s if there exists a substitution o such that ta=sa. 
3.2. Term-rewriting systems 
A term-rewriting system R over a set T(F,X) of terms is a finite set of rewrite rules, 
each of the form s+r, where s and r are terms over T(F,X). Given a term-rewriting 
system R, a term t is R-reducible to t’ (denoted as t -+R t’) if there is a position u in t and 
a rule s + r of R such that t/u = so and t’ is t in which the subterm of t at u is replaced 
by r-o. A term t is R-irreducible or in R-normal form iff there is no term t’ such that 
t +Rt’. A term t is ground-reducible by R iff all its ground instances are R-reducible. 
A pair (t, s) of terms is said to be ground-co-reducible by R iff all its ground instances 
(to, so) for which to and SB are distinct are R-reducible. Further, a rewrite rule s -+ r is 
left-linear if s is linear. A term-rewriting system R is left-linear if every rule in R is 
left-linear, otherwise R is said to be nonleft-linear. 
Further, if u is a position, then 1 u 1 (the length of the corresponding string) gives us its 
depth. If t is a term, then the depth oft is the maximum of the depths of the positions in 
t and is denoted as depth(t). The strict depth oft, written as sdepth(t), is the maximum 
of the depths of the strict positions in t. The depth of a term-rewriting system R, 
denoted as depth(R), is defined as the maximum of the depths of the left-hand sides of 
R. Similarly, the strict depth of R, written as sdepth(R), is the maximum of the depths 
of the strict positions in the left-hand sides of R. Finally, given a term t, let E(t) be the 
set {(u,u)It/u=t/u, lulddepth(R), lvl<depth(R)}. 
If R is a term-rewriting system, then R can be partitioned into left-linear rewrite 
rules R,, and non-left-linear rewrite rules R,, , i.e., R = RI1 u R,, . If depth ( Rn) denotes 
the maximum of the depths of the left-linear rewrite rules R, of R and depth(R,,) 
denotes the maximum of the depths of the non-left-linear rewrite rules RI,, then 
the number D(R) is equal to depth(R) if depth(R,,)<depth(R,,) and 
sdepth(R)<depth(R,,), otherwise D(R) is equal to depth(R)+l. D(R) is said to be 
a bound for R. 
4. Ground (co-)reducibility: the main results 
In this section we prove the two main theorems of this paper. Intuitively, these 
theorems assume the existence, for a term-rewriting system, of a finite number of terms 
that need to be considered in order to check whether the result of applying any ground 
substitution on a term is irreducible by the term-rewriting system under considera- 
tion. As we have pointed out in the introductory remarks of this paper, this test relies 
on the concept of a test set for a rewriting system. 
Definition 4.1. If R is a term-rewriting system, then a test set S(R)for R is a finite set of 
R-irreducible terms such that 
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(1) for any R-irreducible ground term s, there exist a term t in S(R) and a ground 
substitution CT such that ta=s; 
(2) any nonground term t in S(R) admits infinitely many R-irreducible ground 
instances to, tl, . . . such that to/u# tI/u# . . . for any position u in t for which t/u is 
a nonground term and 1~1 =depth(R); and 
(3) any nonground term in S(R) has variables only at a depth greater than or equal 
to D(R). 
For left-linear term-rewriting systems the second requirement may be weakened: it 
is sufficient to consider nonground terms in S(R) which admit at least an R-irreducible 
ground instance. This is important since the construction of test sets for nonleft-linear 
term-rewriting systems is rather complicated. 
Example 4.2. (a) If F = (a,f; g} and R = (f(x, x)+x, f(x, s(x))+&), f(s(x), x)+x, 
g(g(a))+a}, then the set S(R) containing the terms {a, g(u)} is a test set for R. 
(b) If F=(O, 1, +} and R={x+O +x, 0+x+x, (x+y)+z+x+(y+z)}, then the 
set S(R)=(l, 0, 1+ 1, 1 +(l +x1)] is a suitable test set for R. 
(c) IfF={O, 1, +, *} and R={x+O+x,O+x+x,(x+y)+z-+x+(y+z),x*O-+O, 
x*1 -+x, x*(y+z)-+ +(x*y)+(x*z)}, then the set S(R)= {LO, 1+ 1, 1 +(l +x1)} is 
a suitable test set for R. 
4.1. Testing for ground reducibility 
The following theorem gives an efficient decision procedure for checking whether 
a term is ground-reducible with respect to a term-rewriting system R, provided that 
a test set for R is available. 
Theorem 4.3 (Testing for ground reducibility). A term t is ground-reducible by a term- 
rewriting system R ifs all its instances obtained by substituting terms in S(R) for its 
variables are R-reducible. 
Proof. Let us first prove the “if” part: Let tq be a ground substitution instance of t. If 
‘1 is R-reducible, then tq is R-reducible and, thus, t is ground-reducible by R. If 4 is 
R-irreducible, then each value of v is an instance of a term in S(R) by Definition 4.1(l). 
Thus, tv] is R-reducible by using the hypothesis of the theorem. 
Let us prove the “only if” part. Assume that t is ground-reducible by R. Let 
V(t)={xl, . ..) xk} and let ta be an instance of t such that CJ = {xi + tl, . . . , xk 6 tk}, 
where tints for all id k. We shall show that to is R-reducible. There are two cases 
depending upon the groundness of ti: 
Case 1: Suppose that ti is ground for all i < k. Then to is a ground term. Thus, to is 
R-reducible since, by hypothesis, t is ground-reducible by R. 
Case 2: Suppose that there exists i < k such that ti is nonground. Suppose that the 
variables xi, . . . , xk occur at positions ui, . . . . ok’, k d k’, and let m be the maximal 
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number of nonground subterms of ti for all i, which are rooted at positions of depth 
equal to depth(R). Let 0~ be an R-irreducible ground substitution instance of (T such 
that Idepth(taq/oiwij) - depth(tay/ai, Wiry)1 > depth(ta) for all 1~ i, i’< k’, and all 
1 <j’#j< m, and each value of y is of depth greater than to. Note that such a substitu- 
tion instance exists by Lemma A.7. Since t is ground-reducible by R, there must exist 
some strict position u in t (because a~ is R-irreducible) and some rule s + r such that 
toy/u is an instance of s. There are two cases depending upon the linearity of s: 
Case 2.1: Suppose that s is linear. Let first v be a nonvariable position in s. 
Necessarily, uu is a nonvariable position in ta by Definition 4.1(3). Since taq/u is an 
instance of s, we have ta(uv)= taq(uu)=s(u). Now suppose that VP(s) is the set of 
variable positions of s, and CJ” the substitution such that for any s(w)=x~X, 
XC” = taq/uw. Note that cr” is well-defined, because s is linear, so x cannot have several 
occurrences. It follows that to/u=so”; thus, ta is R-reducible. 
Case 2.2: Suppose that s is nonlinear. Let v be a nonvariable position in s. uv is 
necessarily a nonvariable position in to by Definition 4.1(3). Since tav]/u is an instance 
of s, we have ta(uv)=taq(uv)=s(u). Let (u~,u~)EVP(S), such that s(u,)=s(u,)=x~X. 
Then tay/uul = taq/uu2. We shall show that ta/uul = ta/uu*. This will imply that to/u 
is an instance of s, which means that ta is R-reducible. That remainder of the proof of 
this case is by subcases depending upon the groundness of subterms ta/uul and 
taluu,: 
Case 2.2. (a): Suppose that ta/uu, and taluuz are ground. Then taluul = tay/uui 
and ta/uu, = taq/uuz. Since taty/uul = taq/uu2, we have taluui = ta/uuz. 
Case 2.2(b): Suppose ta/uul is ground and taluu, is nonground. Then ta/uul 
= taqluul. On the other hand, since uEsdom(ta) and 1~ 1 <depth(R), there must exist 
a position Uiwij in ta such that ta/UiWij is nonground, UU~ < viwij, and 1 Wijl= depth(R), 
for some id k’ and j<m. Thus, depth(tay/uuz) > depth(taq/aiwij). Further, 
depth(tag/viw,j) > depth(ta) by definition of substitution a?. NOW, depth(ta)> 
depth(ta/uu,)=depth(tayluu,). Thus, depth(tayluu,)>depth(taq/uul), which 
implies that taq/uu2 # taq/uul, a contradiction. 
Case 2.2(c): Suppose ta/uul and taluu, are nonground. Were ta/uu, # taIuu2, 
there would exist a position w such that taluu, w # to/m2 w. There are again three 
subcases depending upon the groundness of subterms ta/uul w and ta/uuz w. 
(i) Suppose that taluul w and ta/uu, w are ground: the proof is identical to that for 
case 2.2(a). 
(ii) Suppose that to/ml w is ground and ta/uu2w is nonground. The proof is 
identical to that for case 2.2(b). 
(iii) Suppose that to/m, w and ta/uu, w are nonground. Since ta/uu, w # taIuu2w, 
there must exist 1 <i, i’< k’ such that one of the following cases hold: 
(1) UUlW=ViWij and UUzW=Ui’Wi’j,, 
(2) UU1 W = Vi Wij and UU2 W > Vi’ Wi’j’, 
(3) uu 1 w = vi wij and UU~ w < vi’ wi,js, 
(4) UU~ w > Viwij and UU~ w = vi’wi,j’, 
(5) uU~ w > viwij and UU~ w < vi, wi,j,, 
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(6) UU~ w > UiWij and UU~ W > Vi’Wi,j,, 
(7) UU~ W < OiWij and UU2 W = Ui’Wi,j, 3 
(8) UU~W<Z~~W;~ and UUIW<U~,W;,~, 
(9) UU~ w < ViWij and UUz W > Ui’ Wisj,. 
(1) Suppose that UU~ w = Diwij and UU~ w = Ui,wi,j,. Then depth(tay/uu, W) = 
depth(toq/uiwij) >depth(tay/uis Wi,j,) by definition of substitution 0~. However, 
depth(taq/vi,wi,j,) = depth(tau/uu2 w) by case hypothesis and, thus, 
depth(taq/uu,~)>depth(tq/uu~w), a contradiction. 
The proof of subcases (2)-(5) (7), and (9) is identical to that for subcase (1). 
(6) Suppose that UU,W>UiWij and UUzW> Ui’wi’j’. Since uEsdom(to) and 
1~11 <depth(R), there must be UU~ <uiwij. Let w=pq, where p is such that uUlp=uiwij. 
Since taluu, w # to/t+ w, we have ta/uuI p # ta/uu2p, uul p = uiwij, and either 
UU2p=Ui* Wi’j’, or UU2p < Ui' Wi'j', or UU2p > Ui' Wi'j'. The proof of those of subcases is 
identical to that for (l)-(3). 
(8) NOW suppose that uul w < uiwij and uu2 w < Vi’ wirj,. Assume also that vi’ wifjs is 
along a maximal path of ton/uu2. Then depth(tog/uu, W) > depth(taq/uiwij) > 
depth(to) + depth(taq/ui, wisj,) by definition of substitution y. However, depth(ta) + 
depth(tav/ui, Wisj,) > depth(taq/uu2 w), a contradiction. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
Example 4.4. If F = (a,f, g} and R = ( f(x, x)+x, f(x, g(x))+g(x), f(g(x), x) -+ x, 
g(g(a)) + a}, then S(R) = {a, g(u)} is a test set for R as we pointed out in Example 4.2. 
The term f(x, y) is ground-reducible by R since all its instances (f(a,a),f(g(u),u), 
f(g(a), g(a)Lf(a,g(a))I are R-reducible. Similarly, term f(x,f(x, y)) is ground-reduc- 
ible by R since all its instances {f(a,f(a, a)), f(a,f(a, s(a))),f(s(a),f(s(a), a)), 
f(s(a),f(s(a),s(a)))} are R-reducible. However, the term g(x) is not ground-reducible 
by R since its ground instance g(u) is R-irreducible. 
4.2. Testing for ground (co-jreducibility 
Let us show that ground co-reducibility, like ground reducibility, can be effectively 
tested. 
Theorem 4.5 (Testing for ground (co-)reducibility). An equation (g, d) is ground-co- 
reducible by a term-rewriting system R iff all instances of the term # (g, d) obtained by 
substituting terms of S(R) for its variables are R-reducible by R v { # (x, x)+x}, where 
# is a new symbol, not in F. 
Proof. By the fact that the term # (g,d) must be ground-reducible by 
Ru{ #(x,x)+x}. 0 
Let us illustrate the use of Theorem 4.5 by an example. 
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Example 4.6. If F=(O, 1, +} and R={x+O+x, 0+x-+x, (x+y)+z+x+(y+z)}, 
then S(R)={l, 0, 1+ 1, 1 +(l +x)} is a test set for R (see Example 4.2). 
In order to see whether the equation x + y = y + x is an inductive theorem of R we 
have to show that R’ = R u {x + y = y + x} defines a convergent term-rewriting system 
and the term # (x + y, y + x) is ground-co-reducible by R. By running an associative 
and commutative completion procedure, we have that R’ is convergent modulo 
associativity and commutativity. Further, by computing the set of instances of the 
term #(x+y,y+x)usingthetermsinS(R):(#(0+0,0+0),#(0+1,1+0), #(O+(l 
+1),(1+1)+0),#(0+(1+(1+x)),(1+(1+x))+0),#(1+0,0+1), #(l+l, l+l), 
#(l+(l+l),(l+l)+l), ?#(1+(1+(1+x)),(1+(1+x))+1), #((1+1)+0,0+(1+1)), 
#((l+l)+l,l+(l+l)), #((1+1)+(1+1),(1+1)+(1+1)), #((1+1)+(1+(1+x)), 
(1 +(l +x))+(l+ 1)) #((I +(l +x)+0),0+(1 +(l +x))), #((l +(l +x))+l, 1 +((l 
+x)+1)), #((1+(l+x))+(l+l),(l+1)+(1+(l+x))), #((l+(l+x))+(l+(l+y)), 
(1 +(l +y))+(l +(I +x)))), we can easily verify that all of them are reducible by the 
term-rewriting system R u { # (x, x) -+ x}. 
5. Computing test sets 
In this section we show how to compute test sets for a given term-rewriting system. 
This section is composed of three parts. The basic concepts of reducibility trees and 
covering terms are introduced in the first part, the second part presents the class of 
complete reducibility tree sets and shows that for a given term-rewriting system there 
always exists a complete reducibility tree set. In the third part we present the concept 
of safe reducibility tree sets, which allow one to compute a test set. 
5.1. The basic concepts 
In what follows, we introduce the main concepts underlying the construction of test 
sets for given term-rewriting systems. First we consider the “intrinsic” concepts of 
reducibility trees. Then we consider a special kind of terms, the covering terms, which 
would constitute the leaf labels of reducibility trees under construction. 
5.1 .I. Reducibility trees 
A key to compute test sets for a given term-rewriting system is the notion of 
reducibility trees (see also, [21]), which characterize the reducibility properties of 
ground instances of a term. 
Definition 5.1. Given a linear term s, the sons of s are all possible different terms 
(modulo variable renaming) derived from s, i.e., obtained by replacing a fixed variable 
in s by all terms of the form g(xi, . . . . x,), where g is a function symbol of arity n (in 
a signature F) and xi, . . . . x, are fresh distinct variables, i.e., variables not occurring 
in s. 
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Example 5.2. If F= (a,f, g} and s=f(f(x, y),z), then the terms f(f(a,y), x), 
~(~(~(x~~xz),Y),z), and f(f(&r), Y), 1 z are the sons of s: they are obtained by 
replacing the variable x in s by the terms a, g(xr), andf(x,, x2), respectively. 
Definition 5.1 is the basis for the concept of reducibility trees. 
Definition 5.3. A reducibility tree T of a linear term t is a finitely branching tree, the 
root of which is labeled with t and the outgoing branches from each nonleaf node are 
labeled with the sons of the label at that node. 
Let us illustrate Definition 5.3 by a simple example. 
Example 5.4. If F= {a,x g}, then the tree shown in Fig. 2 is a reducibility tree of 
t =.0x, Y). 
f(G Y) 
A(?. r)\ 
fu-(Xl, x2), Y) fMX3), Y) 
/ I-\ 
m 4 f(~,dx,)) fWb5~%)) 
Fig. 2. 
Reducibility trees enjoy some fundamental properties. 
Fundamental properties of reducibility trees: Given a finite reducibility tree of t, 
(i) the label of any node is an instance of t; 
(ii) the set of ground instances of r is equal to the set of ground instances of all leaf 
labels; 
(iii) the sets of ground instances of two different leaf labels are disjoint; 
(iv) for any ground substitution rl there exist a unique leaf label r and a unique 
ground substitution rr such that tq = rq 
(v) assume that a subterm r/u of a node label r unifies (up to variable renaming) 
with a term g, and let u~sdom(t): then in any node label s between t and r, s/u unifies 
(up to variable renaming) with g. 
As already pointed out in the introductory example of this paper, the computation 
of a test set for a given term-rewriting system R consists of computing a safe 
reducibility tree set, i.e., a set of reducibility trees, each R-irreducible nonground leaf 
label of which is either ground-reducible or transnormal. To achieve the task, we shall 
define a special kind of terms that we wish to be the leaf labels of reducibility tree sets 
we are interested in. The reason for this is that these terms can be easily checked for 
transnormality or ground reducibility. This motivates the introduction of covering 
terms we study in the next section. 
5.1.2. Covering terms 
In this section we introduce the concept of covering terms, which play a crucial role 
for the construction of a finite set of finite reducibility trees. By covering terms we mean 
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a wide class of terms that possess a well-defined structure that, to a certain degree, 
mirrors the structure of the left-hand sides of rewrite rules in the term-rewriting system 
under consideration. 
In general, when we want to construct a reducibility tree set, there are several 
questions that come naturally in mind: Given a reducibility tree T, (a) what nodes 
have to be expanded? (b) what variables in them have to be replaced? (c) when does the 
construction of T halt? 
Before we set the machinery for resolving the queries stated above, we shall assume, 
throughout the remainder of the paper, that R denotes a term-rewriting system, 
depth(R) its depth, depth(R,,) the maximum of the depths of the left-linear rewrite 
rules R, of R, depth(R,,) the maximum of the depths of the non-left-linear rewrite rules 
R,, and D(R) the bound of R, i.e., a number which is equal to depth(R) if 
depth(R,,)<depth(R,,) and sdepth(R)<depth(R,,), otherwise D(R) is equal to 
depth(R)+ 1. 
Definition 5.5. A term t is said to be R-extensible at position u if 
(1) u is a variable position in t, and 
(2) lul<D(R). 
A term t is said to be R-extensible if it is R-extensible at some position U: Otherwise, 
t is said to be R-covering. 
It follows from the above definition that a term t is R-covering if all variable 
positions in t are at depth greater than or equal to D(R). 
Example 5.6. If R= {f(a,z)+r, f(a, a) +r’}, then the term f(a,f(x, y)) is not R- 
extensible since the variable positions 21 and 22 are at depth 2, which is equal to 
D(R)=2. If R’= {f(a,f(z, z)) +r”}, then the term f(a,f(x, y)) is R-extensible: the 
variable positions 21 and 22 are at depth less than D(R)= 3. 
Definition 5.7. A term t is R-unifiable if there exists a rule s + r in R such that t unifies 
with s. Further, a proper subterm t/u of t is said to be an R-maximal subterm oft if 
(1) t/u is R-unifiable, 
(2) t/u is not R-covering, and 
(3) for all v<u, if t/v is R-unifiable then t/v is R-covering. 
If t/u is a R-maximal subterm of t, then the position u is said to be an R-maximal 
position in t. 
It follows from the above definition that if t is a term and u an R-maximal position 
in it, then every subterm t/v of t, where v < u, satisfies: either t/v is not R-unifiable or 
t/v is R-covering. 
Example 5.8. Let F={a,f,g,h}, R=(f( , ) x x +x,s(g(a))+a}, and t=f(s(s(s(x))), 
g(g(y))). We can easily see that t/l1 =g(g(x)) is an R-maximal subterm of t since (i) 
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g(g(x)) is R-unifiable (g(g(x)) unifies with g(g(a))), (ii) g(g(x)) is not R-covering, and 
(iii) f(g(g(g(x))), g(g(y))) and g(g(g(x))) are both R-covering. If t =f(g(h(g(x))), 
g(g(y))), then t/l 11 =g(x) is an R-maximal subterm oft since (i) g(x) is R-unifiable, (ii) 
g(x) is not R-covering, and (iii) f(g(h(g(x))),g(g(y))) and g(h(g(x))) are both R-cover- 
ing, whereas h(g(x)) is neither R-covering nor R-unifiable. 
Definition 5.9. Term r is said to be R-strongly-covering if 
(1) t is R-covering, and 
(2) there is no R-maximal position in t. 
Example 5.10. Let F = {a,L g}, R = (f(x, x)-+x}, and t=f(g(g(x)),g(g(x))). We can 
easily see that t is R-strongly-covering since t is R-covering, and no proper subterm of 
t is R-unifiable. 
Note that during the construction of a reducibility tree, an unbounded number of 
expanded node labels can appear since at each grafting a new R-maximal subterm 
may be created. However, there is a partition of the set of the R-maximal terms into 
finitely many subsets uch that the elements in one such subset are all identical up to 
variable renaming. The following definition formalizes this observation. 
Definition 5.11. Term t is said to have the pumping property at u with respect to 
a number m> 1 if there is a sequence (ul < *.. <v, = u) of positions such that 
(1) t/u, is an R-maximal subterm in t, 
(2) jui+,I_IUil3depth(R,,) for all l<i<m, 
(3) t/Ui(W)=t/Uj(W) for all i#j<m and for all w such that Iw(QD(R), and 
(4) t/Vi(w)= t/Urn(W) for all i-cm and for all wE:sdom(t/v,). 
Term t is said to have the pumping property with respect to m (P(m)-property for 
short) if it has the pumping property at some position u. 
Let us illustrate Definition 5.11 by a simple example. 
Example 5.12. Let F = (a,f, g>, R = { f(x, x)-+x}, and m = 3. t =f(g(f(g(g(f(x, y))), 
a)), a) has the P(m)-property at 11111. Moreover, tl =f(g(f(g(g(f(x, y))), a)), b) 
does not have the P( )-property since b is different from a. However, 
f(g(f(g(g(f(x, Y))), a)), b) has the PWprowty if m = 2. 
Definition 5.13. Let m be a number greater than 1, and t a term. t is said to be 
R(m)-well-structured if for every R-maximal subterm s oft there exists a superterm t/u 
of s such that 
(1) IuI=depth(R), and 
(2) t/u has the P(m)-property. 
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Example 5.14. Let F= {f; g, a} and R = { f(x, x)-+x}. Then t=f(f(f(x, y), a), b) is 
R(2)-well-structured since the subtermf(x, y) is R-maximal and there exists a superterm 
t/l =f(f(x, y), a) such that (11 =depth(R), and f(f(x, y), a) has the P(2)-property. 
5.2. Complete reducibility trees 
All the necessary machinery is now at hand to resolve the questions (a), (b), and (c) 
stated in Section 51.2. Let us introduce the different sorts of node labels we are dealing 
with, using the class of covering terms of the previous section. As we shall see, the idea in 
defining terms of types l(m), 2,3, and 4 (cf. Definition 5.15) is the following: node labels of 
types 1 (m), 2,3, and 4 may be expressed in terms of ground reducibility or transnormality. 
Definition 5.15. Given a term-rewriting system R and a number m> 1, let T be 
a reducibility tree, of f(xr , . . . , x,). A node label t in T is said to be of 
type l(m) if t is R-irreducible and R(m)-well-structured, 
type 2 if t is R-irreducible and R-strongly-covering, 
type 3 if t is R-irreducible ground term, 
type 4 if t is R-reducible term. 
A node label t in T is said to be type-x-free if t is neither of type 1 (m), nor of type 2,3,4. 
A reducibility tree T off(x 1, . . . , x,) is said to be m-complete if each node label t in T of 
type 1 (m), 2,3,4 is a leaf. 
In the following discussion, we denote node labels of type l(m) using boldface 
letters, node labels of type 2 using open letters, node labels of type 3 using underlined 
letters, and node labels of type 4 using script letters. We shall also underline R- 
maximal positions in terms. 
Example 5.16. Let F= {a,f, g_} and let R= {f(x, x)+x, f(g(x), x)+ g(x), 
f(x, g(x))+x} and let m=2. The term t =f(f(g(x), y), a) is of type-x-free. The term 
r =f(g (g (g (g (g (x))))), g(g (g (g (f(f(f(f(~, Y), a), a), a), a))))) is of type 1, the term 
f (g(g)(~)), &g(~r))) is of type 2, the term g(g(a)) is of type 3, and the term t=f(a, a) 
is of type 4. 
Remark 5.17. For left-linear term-rewriting systems, terms of type l(m) may be 
replaced by terms with weaker conditions: Given a left-linear term-rewriting system R, 
a leaf label t is of type 1 if t is R-irreducible, and there is an R-maximal position u in 
t such that t/u is an instance of t/u (up to variable renaming), for some u <u. Thus, in 
the case of left-linear term-rewriting systems, a reducibility tree set is complete if each 
term of type 1,2,3,4 is a leaf. 
To compute an m-complete reducibility tree T of the term f(xl, . . . , x,), fe F, the 
following algorithm is used. The algorithm takes as input a term-rewriting system 
R over a signature F, and a number m > 1. Initially, T is reduced to a node labeled with 
the term f(xi , . . . , x,): 
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Algorithm for computing m-complete reducibility trees 
Repeat as long as type-x-free leaf labels are in T. If none remains, terminate 
successfully: the reducibility tree off(xl, . . . , x,) is m-complete. 
(1) Select a type-x-free leaf label s in T. 
(2) Find an R-maximal subterm s/u of s. If none exists, goto 3. Otherwise goto 4. 
(3) Expand s at a variable x, the position of which is of depth less than D(R), to 
cover all possibilities for x (i.e., compute the sons of s at x). 
(4) Expand s/u at a variable x, the position of which is of depth less than D(R), to 
cover all possibilities for x. 
The above algorithm returns as input an m-complete reducibility tree of 
f(xl, . . . . x,), and when the same algorithm runs for all terms g(xl, . . . . xk), gEF, an 
m-complete reducibility tree set CT,,,(R) is obtained. However, in the case where 
CT,(R) is unsafe (cf. Definition 5.20), we need to compute an (m+ 1)-complete 
reducibility tree set CT, + 1(R). This process can be continued until we obtain a safe 
reducibility tree set (cf. Theorem 5.32). In that case, the algorithm allows one to 
expand only the leaf labels of type l(m). 
We may also note here that, if for some R-maximal position u in a subterm t/u of 
a type-x-free term t 1 u / = depth(R) and t/u has the P(m)-property at u, then we have to 
switch from t/uzj to another R-maximal position. 
The last point to make precise is that the m-complete reducibility trees are finite. 
Theorem 5.18. If R is a term-rewriting system and m > 1, then an m-complete reducibil- 
ity tree T off(xl, . , x,) is finite. 
Proof. By applying K6nig’s lemma (i.e., if a finitely branching tree has infinitely many 
nodes, then it has an infinite branch): if T were infinite, then there would be a branch 
thatisinfinite.LetPbesuchabranchandlet (f(x,,...,x,)=t,,t,,...,t,,...)bethe 
sequence of terms that are node labels of P. 
Let U be the set ([s] 1 s is linear, s is of depth no greater than D(R), and [s] is the equi- 
valence class of s with respect to variable renaming}. Clearly, U is finite since there are 
only finitely many distinct terms, up to variable renaming, of depth bounded by D(R). 
At first, since only the extensible variable positions are replaced, there must exist 
some term tj such that tj is R-covering. Let ti be terms along P such that j < i, for all i. 
Each one of ti is R-irreducible (otherwise, ti would be of type 4). Further, ti is 
a nonground term (otherwise, ti would be of type 3), and contains an R-maximal 
subterm ti/ui (otherwise, ti would be of type 2). Clearly, ti/UiE U. Since U is finite, and 
only suffixes of R-maximal positions are derived, there must exist an infinite subsequ- 
ence of terms til, ti2, ti3, . along P such that [sjk] = [Sik,] for all k’< k, where 
sjk = tjk/Ujk and Sik, = tik./uikp and ujk, < ujk (a). Next, tjks g = tik by fundamental property 
(i) and, thus, Ujk’ESdOm(tik). Thus, tik/Uik’ = tjk’c/Uik’ =(tjk’/Uik’)c= [sik’] cc 
[sik] fJ = (L!jk/Ujk) 0’ (0’ iS 23 variable renaming Of a), that is, tik/Uik’ = (tjk/Ujk) fJ’ and, thus, 
for all wEsdom(tik/uik) we have wEsdom(tik/uikz) (b). Further, since Uik’ is an 
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R-maximal position in tikC, we have that tik/Uilr’ is an R-covering subterm of tik, for all 
k’ <k. Further, since the number of instances of tik/Uik of depth no greater than D(R) 
and with variables only at depth(R) is finite, there must exist in the subsequence such 
a term tik such that tik/Uik’(w) = r&/n&“(w) for all k” <k’ <k, and for all positions w Of 
length less than or equal to D(R) (c). However, since the number of terms rik satisfying 
(a), (b), and (c) is still infinite, there must exist a term tik with a sequence CL =yl, yz, . . . of 
subterms of tjk such that (i) yP+ 1 is a proper subterm of yP for all p, (ii) a is of length 
L = 1 U I*m* depth(R,,) +depth(R), and (iii) the outermost symbol of y1 occurs below 
some position u of depth(R). Thus, there must exist m subterms in c1 whose outermost 
symbols differ at least by depth(R,,). Since tik/U is not allowed to be expanded any 
more, and since the number of positions of depth(R) is finite, there must exist a term 
tij in the sequence til , tiz, ti3,. . . such that tij is of type l(m), a contradiction. 0 
Let us illustrate the construction of an m-complete reducibility tree set. 
Example 5.19. Let F = (a,f, g> and R be the following set of rewrite rules: 
fkX)-+% df(x, Y))+x, 
f (a,g(y)) -+ g(y), fkm a)+c 
f(f(x>Y)>z)+fc?z), fkfkY))+x3 
f Mdx)L g(y)) + s(x). 
The tree shown in Fig. 3 is an m-complete reducibility tree off (x, y) for m = 2. 
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Fig. 4. 
Figure 4 shows an m-complete reducibility tree of g(x) for m=2. 
5.3. Safe reducibility trees 
Safe reducibility tree sets are special classes of reducibility trees. 
Definition 5.20. Given a term-rewriting system R, a finite set RT of finite reducibility 
trees is said to be safe if each nonground leaf label of a reducibility tree in RT is either 
ground-reducible or transnormal by R. Otherwise, RT is said to be unsafe. 
Let us illustrate this definition by a simple example. 
Example 5.21. If F={a,b,f} and R={f(a,x)+x, f(x,a)+x, f(f(x,y),z)+ 
f(x,f(y, z))}, then the 2-complete reducibility tree set shown in Fig. 5 is safe since each 
nonground leaf label is either ground-reducible or transnormal. 
Fig. 5. 
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The terms f(d, ~),f(/( Zl7%), Y),f(% ~),rP(e,~(j(~:,,~4),~Z)), p(K pr( aa, %)), 
/(a, (8, a)) are ground-reducible by R, whereas the term f(b,f(b,f(x,,x,))) is 
transnormal by R. 
Thus, leaf labels of safe m-complete reducibility tree sets will form the test sets we 
are interested in. Our primary interest in computing the m-complete reducibility tree 
sets stems from the fact that their leaf labels can be easily checked for transnormality 
or ground reducibility by a term-rewriting system. In general, there are two main 
problems when we deal with m-complete reducibility tree sets: 
PB,: How to verify whether an m-complete reducibility tree set is safe? 
PB2: Is there a number m such that an m-complete reducibility tree set is safe? 
In what follows, we shall set the machinery to answer these problems. The next 
subsection tries to solve the first problem. 
5.3.1. Checking Jar safeness 
In what follows, we shall show how to verify whether the leaf labels of an 
m-complete reducibility tree set CT,(R) constitute a safe set of terms. If so, then 
a subset of theirs may be used to define a test set for R. The following definition is the 
basis for verifying the safeness property of an m-complete reducibility tree set for 
a given term-rewriting system R. 
Definition 5.22. If R is a term-rewriting system and CT,(R) is an m-complete 
reducibility tree set for some m> 1, then let LLl (m), LL2, LL3, LL4, 
TLLl (m), S(LL1 (m)) be the sets of leaf labels in CT,(R) defined as follows: 
LLl(m) = {t/t is a leaf label of type l(m)}, 
LL2 = {t 1 t is a leaf label of type 2}, 
LL3 = { t 1 t is a leaf label of type 3}, 
LL4 = {t 1 t is a leaf label of type 4}, and 
TLLl (m) = {t 1 t is a leaf label of type 1 (m), t is transnormal by R}. 
For tELL1 (m), let s,(t)= {toi to is R-irreducible, xo~LL2u LL3 uTLL1 (m)}, and 
let S(LLl(m))= Uts~~i(m)Sm(t). 
Using this definition we now proceed with the fundamental properties of sets 
LLl (m), LL2, and LL4. In other words, we shall verify whether the nonground leaf 
labels of CT,(R), i.e., leaf labels of types 1 (m), 2, and 4, can be interpreted in terms of 
transnormality or ground reducibility: Thus, the m-complete reducibility tree set 
CT,(R) would be safe. Finally, the transnormal leaf labels and the R-irreducible 
ground leaf labels will form a test set for R. 
First of all, leaf labels of type 4 are trivially ground-reducible. 
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Theorem 5.23. If R is a term-rewriting system R, then leaf labels of type 4 are ground- 
reducible by R. 
Let us now deal with leaf labels of type 2. Terms in LL2 are transnormal, as the 
following theorem shows. 
Theorem 5.24. If R is a term-rewriting system, then leaf labels of type 2 are transnormal 
by R. 
Proof. See the appendix. 
The situation with leaf labels of type 1 (m) is complicated. To deal with this, we need 
the following definitions. 
Definition 5.25. Let t be a term that has the P(m)-property for some m> 1, and let ta 
be an R-irreducible ground instance of t. t is said to be R-pumping if there exist i, j, 
1~ i < j < m, such that the term to [vi + to/Oil is R-irreducible. 
Example 5.26. If F = {a,f; g} and R= {f (x, x) +x>, then the term 
t =f (g( f (g(g( f (x, y))), a)), a), which has the P(m)-property at u = 11111 with respect to 
m = 3, is R-pumping: for its ground instance s =f (g( f (g(g( f (b, a))), a)), a) there exist 
two positions U= 11 and o= 11111 such that s[u + s/u1 =f (g(f (g(g(f (g(g(f (b, a))), 
a))), a)), a) is R-irreducible. 
If R is a term-rewriting system and t a term of type l(m), let Pas(t) be defined as 
follows: Pas(t)= {Ul t/ u is a nonground subterm, 1~1 =depth(R)}. For example, if 
F={a,f; s}, R={f(g(x),x)+x) and t=f(g(f(g(g(f(x,y))Xa)),a),then PW)={ll). 
Definition 5.27. Let t be a term of type 1 (m) such that S,(t) = { toI, taz, . . , to, > # 8. t is 
said to be m-safe if there exists some j<n such that either Pas(t)= POs(taj), or t/u is 
R-pumping for all u in Pas(t)- Pos(ta). A set S of terms of type1 (m) is said to be m-safe 
if every term in S is m-safe. Otherwise, S is said to be m-unsafe. 
Example 5.28. If F={a,b,f;g} and R={f(a,x)+x, f(x,a)-+x, f(f(x,y),z)- 
f (x,f (y, z))>, let t =f (g(&f(x, Y)) b e a leaf label of type 1 for m=2. Assume that 
LL3 = {a, b,f (b, b), f (b,f (b, b)), g(a), g(b)} and LL2 = {g(g(x))}. Then, depth(R) = 2 
and t is safe since Pas(t)= Pos(ta)= { 11,21,22}, where ta=f (g(g(g(xI))), 
f (g(g(x2 )k g(g(x3))))gS(t). 
Our interest in Definition 5.27 stems from Lemma A.4, which states that m-safe 
terms are transnormal. Recall that our ultimate goal is to verify whether a leaf label of 
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type l(m) in an m-complete reducibility tree set CT,(R) is transnormal or ground- 
reducible by a term-rewriting system R. This is so since the remaining nonground leaf 
labels in CT,(R), i.e., leaf labels of type 2, are transnormal by Theorem 5.24, and the 
leaf labels of type 4 are ground-reducible by Theorem 5.23. To achieve the goal, the 
following algorithm may be used. The algorithm takes as input the finite sets of leaf 
labels of CT,(R) of types l(m),2,3. Initially, TLLl(m) is empty. Then verifies the 
m-safeness of leaf labels of type 1 (m) by using Definition 5.22. 
Algorithm for safeness 
Repeat as long as terms are left in LLl (m). If none remain, terminate successfully: 
CT,,,(R) is m-safe. 
(1) Compute the set S(LL1 (m)). { * If S(LL1 (m)) =8, terminate successfully: CT,(R) 
is m-safe *}. 
(2) Compute the set ALL1 (m). The set ALL1 (m) is defined as follows: {t 1 teLL1 (m), 
S*(t)+CI). 
(3) Verify whether ALL1 (m) is m-safe. { * If the set ALL1 (m) is m-unsafe, terminate 
with failure: CT,(R) is m-unsafe*}. 
(4) Add to TLLl (m) all terms in ALL1 (m). 
(5) Remove all terms in ALL1 (m) from LLl (m). 
The safeness algorithm goes through successive passes on sets of leaf labels of type 
l(m). Let LLl(m)i and TLLl(m)i denote, respectively, the sets computed at the ith 
iteration. Initially, we set LL 1 (m)i = LLl (m) and TLLl (m)i = 0. In the main loop of the 
safeness algorithm, the substitution set S(LL1 (m)) is first computed: S(LL1 (m)) con- 
tains all R-irreducible instances of terms in LLl(m)i built out from the set 
LL2 u LL3 uTLL1 (m)i. If S(LL1 (m)) is empty, the safeness algorithm stops with 
success: Otherwise, the set ALL1 (m)i+ 1 is computed and verified for m-safeness. If 
ALL1 (m)i + I is unsafe, the safeness algorithm stops with failure. Otherwise, we first 
add all terms in ALL1 (m)i+ 1 to TLLl (m)i to get the new set TLLl (m)i+ 1. Then we 
remove all terms in ALL1 (m)i+ 1 from LLl(m)i to get a new set LLl(m)i+ 1. 
Thus, the safeness algorithm may 
(i) terminate successfully, i.e., there is some iteration k such that either S(LLl(m)), 
or LL~(M)~ is empty. In this case the algorithm returns the set TLL~(M)~; or 
(ii) terminate with failure, i.e., there is some iteration k such that some term in 
ALL1 (WI), is not m-safe. In that case the algorithm returns a possible set of leaf labels 
of type l(m) which are m-safe. 
Clearly, the safeness algorithm terminates since, at each iteration, the substitution 
set S(LL1 (m)) is empty (step l), or S(LLl( m )) is not empty but some term in ALL1 (m) 
is m-unsafe (steps 2 and 3) or all terms in ALL1 (m) are m-safe (step 4). In the last case 
they are removed from LLl (m) (step 5). Since the set LLl (m) is finite, there must exist 
an iteration such that LL(l) is empty. Setting aside the case of failure, the algorithm 
stops whenever there is an iteration k such that either S(LL1 (wz))~ is empty, or LLl (m)k 
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is empty. Let us show that every nonground leaf label of type 1 (m) is either transnor- 
ma1 or ground-reducible by a term-rewriting system R. 
Theorem 5.29. Using the notation above, ifS(LLl(m))k is empty for some iteration k, 
then each leaf label in LLl (m)k- i is ground-reducible by a term-rewriting system R. 
Proof. See the appendix. 
Since m-safe leaf labels are transnormal by using Lemma A.4, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.30. Using the notation above, ifLL1 (m)k is empty for some iteration k, then 
each leaf label in TLLl(m)k is transnormal by a term-rewriting system R. 
Putting together Theorems 5.24, 5.29, and 5.30 we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.31. Zf either one of LLl (m)k and S(LL1 (m))k is empty, then CT,,,(R) is safe. 
Now, if an m-complete reducibility tree set CT,(R) is safe, then a test set for 
a term-rewriting system R may be defined as follows: 
S(R)={tItELL2uLL3uTLLl(m)}. 
However, when the safeness algorithm aborts, the m-complete reducibility tree set 
CT,(R) is unsafe and its leaf labels cannot be used to define a test set for R. In that 
case we need to compute an (m+ 1)-complete reducibility tree set: we expand leaf 
labels, in CT,(R), only of type l(m). However, for efficiency reasons we can only 
extend the unsafe label nodes of type l(m). This process can be continued until we 
obtain a safe reducibility tree set (cf. Theorem 5.32). 
5.3.2. Existence of safe reducibility> tree sets 
In what follows, we shall try to solve the second problem pointed out in the 
introductory remarks of this section. In other words, we shall show that for a 
term-rewriting system R, there always exists a number cc(R), depending on R, such 
that an m-complete reducibility tree set CT,,,(R) is safe for all m>cz(R). Note that 
if the safeness algorithm stops with failure, then at least one term t in ALLl(m) 
is unsafe. It follows from definition that t is unsafe if for all terms in S(t) there 
is a position u~Pos(t)-Pos(to) such that t/u is not P(m)-pumping. Consequently, 
the arguments of the proof focus on the existence of a number a(R) such that if tcr 
is R-irreducible and t/u has the P(m)-property with m>@(R), then t/u is P(m)- 
pumping. 
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Theorem 5.32. Given a term-rewriting system R, there exists a number x(R), depending 
on R, such that an m-complete reducibility tree set CT,,,(R) is safe for all m>@(R). 
Proof. For the proof of this theorem we shall make free use of the following finitary 
version of Rumsey’s theorem: 
Given three integers n, k, p, there exists an integer p+ >p such that, for every set of 
cardinality > p + whose n-element subsets are partitioned into k colors, there exists 
a p-element subset all of whose n-element subsets have the same color. 
Let us first assume that R contains exactly one non-left-linear rewrite rule g -+ d. Let 
y(2,3, depth(g)) be the smallest Rumsey number, which is obtained by applying the 
previous theorem to the case when n = 2, p = 3, and k = depth(g). Let t be a term of type 
l(m) such that S(t)#@, where m=y(2,3, depth(g)). If such a term did not exist, the 
reducibility tree set CT,,(R), for some m’<m, would be safe. Since t is of type l(m), 
there must exist subterms t/u oft, uEPos(t), such that t/u has the P(m)-property at v,. 
Let us show that t is m-safe. Consider ta to be an R-irreducible instance oft in S(t). If 
Pas(t) = Pos(ta), then t is m-safe. Otherwise, let us assume that Pas(t) # Pos(ta). Let us 
show that for all uEPos(t)-Pos(ta), t/u is R(m)-pumping. Since t/u has the P(m)- 
property, there must exist m positions v 1, . . . , v, satisfying the requirements of Defini- 
tion 5.11. Let M={vl ,..., v,} be the set of such positions. If there exist i,j such that 
16 i <j< m and s[vj+ S/Vi] is R-irreducible, where s = taJu, then t is m-safe. Let us 
assume now that s [Vj + s/Vi] is R-reducible for all i, j satisfying 1 < i < j 6 m. We shall 
show that this case is impossible. Thus, there would always exist i,j satisfying 
1 <i <j < m and such that s[vj+ s/vi] is R-irreducible, which would imply that t is 
m-safe. 
Let us first note that if a term s[vj +s/z+] is R-reducible at position gj, then 
1 vj/qj 1 <depth(g). Consider K = {g 1 there exists j d m such that g = Vj/gj, gjEdom(t), 
Ivj/qjl <depth(g)}. Thus, the cardinality of set K is the number depth(g). Since 
m =y(2,3, depth(g)), there must exist p = 3 positions Vi < Vj < Vk in M such that term 
s1 =s[Q+ S/Vi] is R-reducible at ok/q, term s2 =s[uk+ S/Vj] is R-reducible at t&/q, 
and term sg = s [Vj + s/Vi] is R-reducible at Uj/g. Let t+Jg = w and Vj/g = ~1. 
Claim 5.33. If sl, s2, s3 are R-reducible, then so is s. 
Clearly, sl, s2, and sg are all R-reducible by the nonlinear rule g-d, since 
s1/w,s2/w,s3/w1 ,s/w, and s/w1 are all R-covering terms as t/uw and t/uw, are 
R-covering. Assume (ui, u2)EE(g) to be such that g/u1 =g/u2 = xeX. There are three 
cases, depending upon the location of positions wul, wu2, and vk. 
Case 1. wul Ivk and wu21vk: Since sl/w is an instance of g, we have slIwul =s1/wu2. 
Thus, (ul, u2)~E(s1/w). However, slIwul = s[Vk + s/Oi]/‘wUi = s/wul by persistence. 
Similarly, s/wu2 = s/[vL + SlVi]lwUz = s/wuz. Thus, s/wul = sIwu2, i.e., (ui , U~)E E(s/w), 
which implies that E(s,/w) L E(s/w). Now, s/w and si/w are both R-covering and, 
therefore, by Lemma A.5, s/w is an instance of g, i.e., s is R-reducible, a contradiction. 
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Case 2. Either wul lvk and not wu21vk or not wul Ivk and wuzIuL: By symmetry, we 
need consider only one of these. Let wul 1 vk and not wuz 1 ok. The proof of this case is by 
case analysis depending upon the location of positions wu2 and 03: 
Case 2.1. wul 1 vk and wu2 < vk: The proof is identical to that for case 2.1 of Lemma 
A.6 in the Appendix. 
Case 2.2. wul(vL and vk<wu2: Since sl/wul=s[~~~s/u~]/w~l, we have sl/wul= 
s/wul by persistence. Similarly, s2/wu1 = s [vk + S/‘Uj]/‘wU, = s/wul. Thus, S~/WU~ = 
s2/wul = S/Wlil. Further, since wu2 > uk, we have s[Vk + S/Vi]/WU2 = (s[Vk + s/Vi]/Vk)/ 
(wu2/vk) by cancellation; thus, s[vk + S/Vi]/WU2 =(s/Vi)/(wu2/Vk) by embedding. Sim- 
ilarly, S [ok i- S/Vj]/wU2 = (S [Vk + s/Vj]/Vk)/(wu2/Vk) and, thus, S [Vk + S/Vj]/wU2 = (S/Vi)/ 
(wu2/vk). Thus, (s/vi)/(wu2/vk) = (s/vj)/(wu2/vk). On the other hand, 
SIVjtS/Vi]/WIU1=S/WIU1 and S[VjcS/V~]/W~U2=(S[UjcS/V~]/Vj)/(W~U2/Vj)= 
(s/Vi)/(wlu2/Vj). Thus, (s/Vi)/(w~u2/Vj)=(s/Vj)/(w~u2/Vj)=s/w~u2~ SO, S/WIUI = 
s/w1u2, i.e., (u,, u2)~E(s/w1) and by Lemma A.5, we have that s is R-reducible, 
a contradiction. 
Case 3. vk < wul and vk < wu2. The proof is again identical to that for case 3 of 
Lemma A.6. Therefore, one of the three terms sl, s2, and s3 is not R-reducible. As 
a consequence, we have that t/u is R(m)-pumping and, thus, t is m-safe. 
Proof of Theorem 5.32 (conclusion). Let us now assume that R contains more than one 
non-left-linear rewrite rule. Let r(R) be the smallest Rumsey number, which is 
obtained by applying the Rumsey theorem to the case when n = 2, p = y(2,3, depth(R.,) 
and k= 1 R,, /. Let t be a term of type l(m) such that S(t)#& where m=a(R). If such 
a term did not exist, the reducibility tree set CT,,(R) would be safe for some m’ G m. 
Since t is of type 1 (m), there must exist subterms t/u oft, uEPos(t), such that t/u has the 
P(m)-property at v,. Let us show that t is m-safe. Consider ta to be an R-irreducible 
instance of t in S(t). If Pas(t) = Pos(ta), then t is m-safe. Otherwise, let us assume that 
Pos(t)# Pos(ta). Let us show that for all uEPos(t)-Pos(ta), t/u is R(m)-pumping. 
Since t/u has the P(m)-property, there must exist m positions vl, . . . . v, satisfying the 
requirements of Definition 5.11. Let M’= { ul, . . . . v,,,} be the set of such positions. If 
there exist i, j such that 1~ i < j < m and s [Vj + s/vi] is R-irreducible, where s = ta/u, 
then t is m-safe. Let us assume now that s[vj + s/vi] is R-reducible for all i, j satisfying 
1 <i <j< m. We shall show that this case is impossible, i.e., there always exist i, 
j satisfying 1 < i < j < m such that s [ vj + s/Vi] is R-irreducible and, therefore, t is m-safe. 
Since m = cc(R), there must exist p = y(2,3, depth(R,,)) positions vi1 < ... < Vip in M’ 
such that terms s[Vik c S/Uij], where Vij < Vik, are all R-reducible by the same rule g -+ d. 
But, among ~(2,3,depth(R,,)) positions there must exist at least three positions 
Vii’ < Vij < Vik in M’ such that term S1 =S[Vik +- S/Vii,] is R-reducible at Uik/q, term 
~2 = s [Vik +- S/Vij] is R-reducible at Vik/qr and term sj = S[Vij c S/Vii’] is R-reducible at 
vji,/q. But this is impossible, as we proved above. Thus, there will exist two positions 
Uj < Vi in M’ such that s [vi + s/vj] is R-irreducible. As a consequence, we have that t/u 
is R(m)-pumping and, thus, t is m-safe. Therefore, t is transnormal by Lemma A.4. 
Thus, m-complete reducibility tree sets CT,(R) are safe for all m>cc(R). 0 
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6. Conclusion 
We have presented in this paper a new general method for checking the ground 
(co-)reducibility property of a term with respect to a given term-rewriting system. The 
method is simple to implement and relatively efficient when applied to the usual 
term-rewriting systems. A nice extension of the basic results obtained here is to give 
sufficient conditions to deal with term-rewriting systems with AC-functions. 
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Appendix 
We give here the proofs of Theorems 5.24 and 5.29 and Lemmas A.4, AS, and A.6 
To prove Theorem 5.24 we need the following lemma. 
Lemma A.l. Assume that t is R-covering and t unifies with s, where s-r is in R, but is 
not an instance of s. Then s contains a nonlinear variable. 
Proof of Theorem 5.24 (Sketch). Let t be a term of type 2. This means that t is 
R-irreducible, R-covering, and has no R-maximal subterms. Let s0 = g(tl, . . . , ti, . . . , tk), 
where ti = XEX and all tj for i #j are either ground or variables, be a smallest subterm 
oft, which has no R-unifiable subterms. Such a subterm oft exists, otherwise t would 
have not been of type 2. Let V(S,)= {Xl,Xz, ...) Xi=X, . . . . x,}. Let so,sl, . . . . s,,+~ be 
a sequence of terms such that Si+ 1 = 1 s.[xk+sOIxkEV(sO)] for all l<i<n. Since s0 
has no R-unifiable subterms, we have that in the sequence sb, . . . , sh+ 1, where 
s; = s, [xk c c 1 xLs V(so)] and c is an R-irreducible constant, all terms are R-irreducible. 
As a consequence, there are infinitely many R-irreducible ground terms. To show that 
t is transnormal, we first note that any ground instance to of it, with cr being 
R-irreducible, cannot be R-reducible by a left-linear rule (Lemma A. 1 is used here). On 
the other hand, there is a ground instance which cannot be reducible by a non- 
left-linear rule s + r. Such a ground instance is constructed by using the fact that there 
are ground-R-irreducible terms of arbitrary depth, allowing one to instantiate two 
different occurrences of the nonlinear variable x in s by terms of different depths. 
Furthermore, since there are ground-R-irreducible terms of arbitrary depth, we may 
perform infinitely many R-irreducible ground instantiations t,,, fl, . . . Since every 
R-unifiable subterm oft is R-covering, we have that to/u # t,/u # . . for all u for which 
t/u is a nonground term and IuI =depth(R): Thus, t is transnormal by R. 0 
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Let us illustrate the use of Theorem 5.24 by an example. 
Example A.2. If F = {a,A g} and R={f(x,x)-rx,f(g(x),x)~g(x), f(x,g(x))+x), 
then the term t =,f(g(g(xI )), g(g(x2))) is of type 2. Now, the terms g(a),g(g(a)), 
g(g(g(a))), g”(u) EN are all R-irreducible. The instancesf(g”(u), g”‘(u)), for all m, n > 2 
and such that 1 m- nl> 2 are all R-irreducible. Thus, t admits infinitely many R- 
irreducible ground instances to, ti, . . . such that to/l 1 # tl/l 1 # . . , and t,/21 # 
t,/21 # . . . . i.e., t is transnormal by R. 
Let us now prove theorem 5.29. 
Proof of Theorem 5.29. Let us prove that all ground instances of a leaf label in 
LLl(m)k- 1 are R-reducible (i.e., t is ground-reducible by R). Let tq be a ground 
substitution instance of t and let q = {x1 t tl , . . , x, t tn}. By fundamental property 
(iv) (Section 5.1.1) there exist leaf labels sl, . . . , sk and unique substitutions gi, . . , ok 
such that sicri = ti for any i < k. If there exists i ,< k such that Si is of type 4, then ti is 
R-reducible and, therefore, tq is reducible. If there exists id k such that Si is of type 
1 (m), let s’ be some minimal subterm of siOi that does not itself have proper subterms 
that are instances of any term in LLl (m)k_r. Since S(LLl(m)),=@, we get that s’ is 
R-reducible and, therefore, to is reducible. If for all i < k si is of type 3, or of type 2, or 
TLLl (m)k _ 1, then by hypothesis tr] is R-reducible. Thus, any leaf label in LLl (m)k _ 1 is 
ground-reducible by R. 0 
Example A.3. Let F = {0, s, p} and R = { s(s(0)) -+ 0, p(0) + s(O), p(s(0)) + O}. The com- 
plete reducibility tree set shown in Fig. 6 is safe since each nonground leaf label is 
ground-reducible by R. 
Lemma A.4 If R is a term-rewriting system, then m-safe leaf labels of type l(m) are 
trunsnormul by R. 
Proof (sketch). Let t be a term of type 1 (m) and let ta be an R-irreducible instance oft, 
such that xa~LL2uLL3 uTLL1 (m). We shall show that t admits infinitely many 
R-irreducible ground instances to, tl , . . . such that to/u # tI/u # . . . for any position 
uEPos(t). 
Let us first assume that Pas(t) = Pos(to). Let V(t)= {x1, . . . , xk } be the variable set of 
t and let c={xl+tl,...,xkttk). Assume that xi,...,xk occur at positions vI,...,vk. 
Since ta is R-irreducible and ti are either ground terms or transnormal for all i < k; by 
Theorem 4.3, there must exist an R-irreducible ground substitution instance toy, of ta 
such that Idepth(to~,/viwij)-depth(to~~/vi,~i,j~)~ > depth(to) for all 1 <i,i’<k and 
all 1 <j’#j<n, k, where n is max{ IPos(ti)jli< k}. Let u~Pos(t). Since Pas(t)= Pos(to), 
we have uePos(to) and, thus, to/u and contains at least a transnormal subterm. By 
using Lemma A.7, we may construct infinitely many R-irreducible ground instances 
t~vl,tfw2,‘.. such that taql/u# taq2/u, . . . Thus, t is transnormal. 
Let us now assume that Pas(t) # Pos(ta) but, for all u~Pos(t)- Pos(ta), t/u is P(m)- 
pumping. Let s’ = tju and s = to/u. Since s’ is P(m)-pumping, there exist i, j, 
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Fig. 6. 
1 <i < j<m, such that sO =s[vj + SUi] is R-irreducible. By Lemma A.6, s’ admits 
infinitely many R-irreducible ground instances. Consider taq, a ground instance of 
t such that 0~ is R-irreducible and jdepth(toq/u)-depth(toq/u)/ > depth(to) for all 
u, v in Pas(t). Then, we can easily see that tay is R-irreducible. By using Lemma A.7 we 
may build up infinitely many R-irreducible ground instances tay, , toqz, . . . such that 
tq,lu # ta&, . . Thus, t is transnormal. 0 
Lemma A.5. Assume that t and s are R-covering, t(w)=s(w) for all 1 w/ <D(R), and 
E(t) c E(s). Zf t is an instance of R, then s is so. 
Lemma A.5 is used to prove Lemma A.6. 
Lemma A.6. Zf 
(i) t is R-covering, 
(ii) u is a position in t such that (a) lul>depth(R,,), (b) t(w)=t/u(w) for all 
) w 1 d D(R), and (c)for all v < u, if t/v is R-unifiable, then t/u is R-covering, 
(iii) so = tr] is an R-irreducible ground instance oft, and 
(iv) s1 = so [u +- so] is R-irreducible, 
then t’ admits infinitely many R-irreducible ground instances, where t’o = t for some 
substitution CJ. 
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Proof. Let s,, = tq be an R-irreducible ground instance of t such that s1 = so [u +-so] is 
R-irreducible. Consider s2 = s1 [U + s,]. Let us show that s2 is R-irreducible too. The 
proof is by contradiction. 
Let us assume that s2 is R-reducible. Since s1 is R-irreducible, there must exist 
a position w in s2 such that s2/w is an instance of g, for some g -+ d in R. Necessarily, 
w < U, since s1 is R-irreducible. By Lemma A.l, g is a nonlinear term. Let v be a strict 
position in g. Then g(v)=sz/w(v)=sl/w(u). 
Let (ur, u2) be a pair of positions in g such that g/u, =g/uz =xEX. Then 
sz/wuI =s2/wuz and, therefore, (ul, u~)EE(s~/w). There are three cases, depending 
upon the location of the positions wul, wu2 and u. 
Case 1. wulJu and wu21u: Then s2/wu1=s1[u+-sl]/wul=sl/wul by persistence. 
Similarly, s~/wu~=s~[u+s~]/wu~=s~/wu~. Thus, sl/wul =s1/wu2, i.e., (ul, UZ)E 
E(s,/w) and, therefore, E(s2/w) c E(s,/w). Since sz/w and sl/w both cover, by hypo- 
thesis, g and g(u) = s2/w(u) = sl/w(u), we have that sl/w is an instance of g by Lemma 
A.5. Therefore, s1 is R-reducible, a contradiction. 
Case 2. Either wul 1 u and not wu2 (u or not wul 1 u and wu2 I u: By symmetry, we need 
consider only one of these. Let wul Iu and not wu2 Iu. The proof of this subcase is by 
case analysis depending upon the location of the positions wu2 and u. 
Case 2.1. wulIu and wu2du: Then s~/wu~=s~[u+-s~]/wu~=s~/wu~ by per- 
sistence. On the other hand, s2/wu2 contains s2/u as a subterm and, therefore, 
sz/u=sl [uts,]/u=sI by embedding. Thus, s1 is a subterm of s2/wu2. Now, s,/wu, is 
a proper subterm of sr, which contradicts the fact that sl/wul = s2/wu2. 
Case 2.2. wul 1 u and u < wu2: Let u’ be the position in s2 such as u’ = uu. There are 
two subcases: 
Case 2.2.1. wul(u and wu21u’: We then have s2/wu1 =sl[utsl]/wul =sl/wul by 
persistence. On the other hand, since s2 = s1 [u’ t s], we have s2/wu2 = s1 [u’ t s]/wu2 
=s,/wu2 by persistence. Therefore, sl/wul =s1/wu2, i.e., (u1,u2)~E(s1/w) and, thus, 
E(s2/w)s E(s,/w). Since s2/w and sr/w both cover, by hypothesis, g and 
g(u) = s2/w(u) =sr/w(u), we have that sr/w is an instance of g by Lemma AS. Therefore, 
s1 is R-reducible, a contradiction. 
Case 2.2.2. wur I u and not wu2 I u’: There are two subcases again, depending on the 
location of positions wu2 and u’. 
Case 2.2.2.1. wul(u and ~~62.4’: Then s2/wu1=s1[ucs1]/wu1=s1/wu1=s0[u+- 
s,,]/wur by persistence. On the other hand, s2/wuz contains sz/u’ as a subterm and 
sz/u‘=sl [utsr J/u’=sI [u+s,]/u.u=s~/u by embedding. Therefore, we have 
sl/u =s[u c s]/u = s and, so, s2/u’ = s, i.e., the term s is equal to one of its proper 
subterms, a contradiction. 
Case 2.2.2.2. wut Iu and u’ < wu2: Then 
Iwu2I>Iu’I=IuuI=IuI+IuI 
>depth(R,t)+depth(R,r) 
>depth(g)+depth(g) 
and, therefore, I wu2 [ > depth(g), a contradiction. 
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Case 3. Not wul 1 u and not wu2 (u: Since wul ( wu2, the only possibility we have is 
u<wul and u<wu2. Since w<u, we have lwul I <depth(g) and lwu21 <depth(g). 
Therefore, we have wul 1 u’ and wu2 I u’. Further, s2 =sl [u’ c so] and, thus, 
S~JWU~=S~[U’eS]/WU~=S~/WU~ by persistence. Similarly, SJWUZ = 
s1 [u’+s0]/wu2=sI/wu2 and, therefore, sI/wul =s1/wu2, i.e., (u~,u~)EE(s~/w), which 
implies that E(s2/w) G E(s,/w). Since s2/w and sI/w both cover by hypothesis, g and 
g(u)=s2/w(u)=s1/w(v), we have that sl/w is an instance of g by Lemma AS. There- 
fore, s1 is R-reducible, a contradiction. 
Thus, in the infinite sequence s=so,sl,...,s,,,..., where s,=s,_~[ucs,_~], all s, 
are R-irreducible. Further, if t is an instance of t/u (up to variable renaming), then 
t admits infinitely many R-irreducible instances. Otherwise, let t’ be t with all subterms 
of t/u below D(R) replaced with distinct variables. Since t is linear, so is t’. Thus, t’ is 
an instance of f/u (up to variable renaming) and, thus, we have that t’ admits infinitely 
many R-irreducible instances. q 
Lemma A.7. Suppose R is a term-rewriting system and t is a transnormal linear term. Zf 
u,v are in Pas(t), then there exist infinitely many R-irreducible ground instances tqI, 
v2, “. such that (depth(tr]i/u)-depth(tqi/~)I>depth(t)for all i. 
Proof. Since t is a transnormal term, there exist infinitely many R-irreducible ground 
instances toI, to2, . . . such that to,/u # ta2/u # . . . and ta,/v # to2/v, . . . Let U’ be the 
set {[s]ls is linear; s is of depth no greater than D(R) with variables only at depth 
D(R); and [s] is the equivalence class of s with respect to variable renaming}. Since 
there are only finitely many distinct terms, up to variable renaming, of depth bounded 
by D(R), U’ is finite. In the infinite sequence S= to,, to2, . . . . there must exist some 
j such that in the term taj, the subterms toj/U and taj/U are of depth greater than 
(1 +cc(R)*IU’I+depth(R)), where cc(R) is the Rumsey number defined in the proof 
of Theorem 5.32. Consider the sequence yl, y2, . of subterms of toj/U such that 
Yk+ 1 is a proper subterm of yk. Suppose that the sequence is of length 
(1 +cr(R) * I U I +depth(R)). Since taj/u is ground, there must exist at least 
a(R)*depth(R) such subterms which are instances of the same term s in U’. Thus, 
there exist at least a(R) such subterms y k, the outermost symbol positions of which 
differ at least by depth(R). Similarly, if dl, 6,, . . is such a sequence of subterms of 
tOj/U, then there exist at least a(R) such subterms &‘, the outermost symbol positions 
of which differ at least by depth(R). Suppose that Idepth(taj/u)-depth(taj/v)I< 
depth(t). By Theorem 5.32, there must exist two subterms Yk and yP, yP being a proper 
subterm of ?/k, such that taj/U[y,ty,] is R-irreducible. Since their outermost symbol 
positions differ at least by depth(R), toj[YptYk] is R-irreducible and 
Idepth(toj/u)-depth(toj/u)I >depth(t). Therefore, by using Lemma A.6, we can con- 
struct infinitely many such replacements, getting infinitely many R-irreducible ground 
instances q,, tq2, . . . (Lemma A.4 is used here) such that Idepth(tgi/u)- 
depth(tqi/u)l > depth(t) for all i. 0 
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